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Loweratmospherewarms.

Upperatmospherecools.

A climate model responseto a doubling of CO2.

North Pole EquatorPolar hot spot



Navier Stokes Equations

Scaling SymmetryPower Law



Dynamical Core Parametrisations
Large scales Small scalesTruncation Scale c. 100km

Semi-empirical heuristicformulae

The larger the truncation scale, the more theNavier-Stokes scaling symmetry is violated andthe more our simulations of climate degrade.



Currently, these processes are represented by inaccurate heuristic formulaein climate models.

Deep convective clouds Orographic drag Ocean eddy mixing



Earth’s Surface is Complex and Heterogeneous

Unrealistic to expect that land-atmosphere interactions (of heat, moisture, momentum) can bemodelled without significant bias when topography is averaged over hundreds of kilometres.



What, as a result, we don’t know
• How bad the warming will get (lukewarm, existential?)
• Will we shortly be passing a point of no return?
• What the regional impacts of climate change will be.



Amount of globalwarming for adoubling of carbondioxide –from modelscontributing to thelast two IPCC reports.Large uncertainties.



Cirrus Cloud Stratus Cloud

Warms the surface Cools the surface

The biggest, most important, source of uncertainty: how clouds will respondto our CO2 emissions.



Will El Nino or La Nina become more likely under climate change? We don’t know.

Global cloud cover depends e.g. on state of El Nino / Southern Oscillation

LOW RESHIGH RESOBS



The MeanState of theClimate SystemDepends on aSmall Numberof Small-scaleExtremeWeatherEvents



What, as a result, we don’t know
• How bad the warming will get (lukewarm, existential?)
• Will we shortly be passing a point of no return?
• What the regional impacts of climate change will be.



Tipping Points

Will the thermohaline circulation switch off (“tipping point”) or just slow down?
We don’t know. Different models give different answers.



What, as a result, we don’t know
• How bad the warming will get (lukewarm, existential?)
• Will we shortly be passing a point of no return?
• What the regional impacts of climate change will be.



What will it be like where I live?

or

IPCC AR6

For most regions, we don’t know.How can we know if we don’t know predictthe ENSO trend with any confidence?

Hotter, drier

Wetter, stormier



Our current inability to know these things has practicalimplications
4 reason why EVE is critical for society, going forward



Climate change may lead to weaker winds / more cloudyconditions in places we are building wind turbines/ solarfarms? Stranded assets?

1. EVE for Mitigation

Reducing/cutting emissions will be ineffective afterwe have passed tipping points. Are these tippingpoints imminent?Are we about to pass a point of climate no return?



But what is a particular country adapting to?

or

2. EVE for Adaptation

Can’t invest in infrastructure for adaptation unless we can answer this basic question!



3. EVE for Loss and damage
But how much of anextreme weatherevent was caused byour carbon emissions?We don’t know.

From the WWA report



Do we really want to take the chance if wedon’t know whether we’ll be shutting down themonsoons or reducing moisture supply torainforests?

4. EVE for Geoengineering (“Plan B”)



What is needed to represent these processes using the lawsof physics?
Increase model resolution (decrease gridbox sizes) to c. 1km

Deep convective clouds Orographic drag Ocean eddy mixing



What’s needed to increase resolution to c.1km
• Dedicated exascale computing;
• ML to speed up earth-system modules, downscale to postcode scale,add synthetic ensemble members to EVE’s k-scale skeleton ensemble,couple to impact models;
• Advanced numerical research to make computations as efficient aspossible (e.g. stochastic rounding on mixed precision arithmetic);
• Above all, a focussed approach pooling international effort fromscientists across the world.



What’s the natural prediction/projectiontimescale for EVE
• c. 30-50 years;
• complementing, not replacing CMIP.



Physics World 2011

Bulletin American Met Soc 2011



Paul Nurse at al (2023):
“There are research areas of global strategicimportance where new multinationally fundedinstitutes or international researchinfrastructures could be contemplated, anobvious example being an institute of climatechange built on the EMBL model. Suchinstitutes are powerful tools for multinationalcollaboration and bring great benefit not onlyinternationally but also for the host nation. “



EVE
Not incremental science but – inpartnership with existing climateinstitutes around the world - utterlytransformational science!


